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UR NEW WHISTLEBLOWER PHONE DIALER
sends alert messages about your asphalt
heating system. It phones your plant operators with a recorded voice message in the event
of certain conditions that could prevent or delay
production of hot mix asphalt.
It is a much simpler system than our Automated
Monitor (Chatterbox). But it costs far less and still
provides essential functions.
We achieved the lower cost by combining standard
electronic components into a unit customized to
work with controls of asphalt heating systems.The
heart of the unit is a dialer used extensively in conventional industrial and home security systems.
Our standard unit has two channels. Normally one
channel is used to report any abnormal condition
detected by the flame monitor used on most heaters. And the second is normally used for reporting
abnormally low temperature detected by the modulating controller used on most heaters.The unit has
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a backup battery so it still works during a power
outage. We can add one or two additional channels
upon request.
The WhistleBlower dialer can be set up to call up
to eight conventional telephones, cellular phones,
voice and/or numeric pagers. It can make both local
and long-distance calls.
When activated, the dialer instantly begins calling
the numbers in sequence. If a call cannot be completed it makes additional attempts before calling
the next number. During each successful connection the message is repeated 1 to 3 times, as pre-selected.
You prepare your own recorded messages, using a
real person to speak in a language you choose.
We provide a Heatec wiring diagram showing how
to connect the unit to the heater control system.
You also get the original dialer manual which provides all the information needed to pre-record messages and operate the unit.
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